Abstract
individuals. This has been shown to completely change not only the conditions but also the character of the transition that the system, i.e. network of people, undergoes [2] .
In the present paper, we consider the minimal dynamical model that describes the revolution dynamics in the presence of peer-to-peer and mass communication. In doing so, we include both the new elements introduced by the internet communication (communication unlimited by physical distance) as well as elements that characterize the human society since pre-history (mutual influence between close individuals, the reactionary influence of the establishment).
We include three effects which influence revolutionary diffusion in our model: (1) personal affiliation towards change, (2) group pressure of closest acquaintances, and (3) global influence, such as media, peer-to-peer and mass communication (especially Internet and cellular oriented peer-to-peer devices, such as: phone calls, SMS, emails, twitter, Internet sites and blogs, etc). The global influence (equation (1)) is created bottom-up from the fraction of change adopters, and then acts top-down on the entire population.
The ideas above define the core of our model, and understanding their interdependence in relation to the outcome of the revolution is our primary goal.
Previous works in the field (for example [3] , [4] ) include only some of the effects described above, but not a full combination of them.
Our results imply that the degree of the revolutionary success may be predicted. In other words, the influence of societal characteristics in respect to revolutionary parameters is clarified.
Method
It has been previously [5] postulated, that social mass-behavior might be modeled through the Ising model, whereas the value of each spin i represents the state adopted by that individual in respect to his revolutionary view. Given that, we examine when total revolution takes place, as inspired percolation theory [6] , [7] .
In the present paper, we have initially used an a-thermal 2D square lattice of L L  spins. In a more general case of network structure, L may take different meanings, and could even lose its relevance altogether. The total number of individuals is defined as N tot , and in our specific implementation N tot = L
.
A square lattice compels high probabilities that closest acquaintances of any individual may have another common closest acquaintance between them. This signifies a certain structure of the society.
We have also used a random graph model with similar characteristics to the squarelattice, where each individual (node) has exactly four neighbors, but their geographical representation is random, so that the probability that the closest acquaintances of any individual may have a common closest acquaintance between them is very small. In addition, the graph is fully connected (no unlinked components), to focus on the major part of the society engaged in the revolution. At any rate, following the small-world experiments [8] , [9] , [10] the graph should not allow unlinked components, and thus should be fully connected. The graph generation process is similar to that proposed in [11] .
Let us express the elements of the model quantitatively.
We express the overt position of each individual i by a variable S i , that is +1
in the case that it conforms to the "old" order and -1 if it adopts the new "revolutionary" stand.
2. We take into account that the "loyalty" of each individual i to the establishment is a heterogeneous variable, which we label h i >0.
a. For somebody who is completely immune to the influence of the establishment h i =0, while for somebody who is very attached/ obedient/ aligned with the old rule, h i is large.
b. In agreement with many empirical facts from similar systems [12] , [13] , we assume that the distribution of values h i is given by a power law: the fraction of individuals i whose initial attachment to the old order is less than h is given by the cumulative probability distribution 4. All other individuals may change their stand if the global and local pressures as detailed below upset their initial allegiance to the old order.
5. The global influence depends on the total current number N of "revolutionaries" [14] . We will employ now and further in the research the notation of R=N/N tot and R init =N s /N tot for convenience.
( In order to avoid scaling problems, we have J≤1, 0<b<1, c≥1 and without loss of generality we set d=1. Besides that, we will work with relatively low values of R init =N s /N tot (up to 0.1) since if they are large, the meaning of a 'revolution' becomes fickle.
The appendix proffers a brief view into spontaneous revolutions, i.e. when temperature is finite. However, the main focus of this work is the a-thermal model as described above.
Revolution Dynamics
To begin with an even more simplified model, we take J<<1, meaning that first-hand relations are a negligible factor in determining a person's political behavior. A more moderate approach would simply assume that the society reacts strongly to media in a certain given issue (politics, purchase of a new gadget, American Idol etc).
It is important to note that when J<<1 the dimensionality and connectivity of the network becomes unimportant, since H is a global field independent of the network's structure, and the number and orientation of close neighbors becomes irrelevant to system dynamics.
With this in mind, we may reach two conditions for revolutionary propagation for J<<1, as elaborated in [15] . The first is a necessary condition for total revolution, which follows from requiring that at large fractions of revolutionaries, i.e. when R=N/N tot ≈1, the revolution must still propagate:
The second condition for revolutionary success is derived from the requirement of having the initial conditions start a dynamics where R grows until reaching unity:
Of course, the actual condition on a could be simplified as that satisfying both equations (3a) and (3b), thus concluding with
. It is also of interest to investigate how the network evolves when condition (3b) holds, but condition (3a) does not. For example, we will take large values of R init = N s /N tot , but only a slightly smaller value of a than the required d. Figure We clearly see that even for a very close to 1, as required by condition (3a), and for extremely high values of R init , we do not get a total revolution  Now, let us consider a society where individuals are also affected by the opinions of close friends and acquaintances, and not only by the media-communicated public tendency.
The dynamics of the network will be determined as before by equation (2)
, though now H local (i) may not be neglected.
For J>0, H local (i) can take both negative and positive values as a function of the number of revolutionary neighbors of i, and thus J>0 may either boost or impede the revolution's spread. Given that, we address the issue through examining the amount of revolutionary neighbors that an old-rule supporter could have.
Moreover, the geographical representation of closest neighbors (or acquaintances) an individual has depends on the type of network we utilize. As formerly stated, we have employed two types of networks for studying our minimal model: a 2D square lattice, and a random graph where each node is of degree 4.
We introduce the fractions {Z k } denoting the number (divided by N tot ) of old-rule supporters who have k neighboring revolutionaries. In our minimal model k ranges among 0,1,2,3,4.
A straightforward mathematical exercise (elaborated in [15] ) produces the following result:
For significant values of J, the probability of an individual to join the revolution would grow with k, where Z k is the group to which this individual belongs.
In other words, a network should begin its revolution dynamics as determined by equation (3) . Then, individuals should join the revolution first from the Z 4 and Z 3 groups, for whom J enhances the chances of revolting, then from Z 2 , which is indifferent to J, and only later from Z 1 and Z 0 , for whom J hinders the revolution. Of course, this argument is inaccurate if the global field H is much more significant than the local field H local (i) which ranges up to 8J (from -4J for Z 4 to 4J for Z 0 ). The behavior in the three graphs is different. In Figure 4a , where a is twice as large as J, we witness a steady, uniform decline of all fractions Z k towards 0 as R t grows towards unity (total revolution). In this case, J is not sufficiently large to have a significant impact on the dynamics.
In Figure 4b we have a=J=1, and we see that the revolution-enhancing fractions 
Terminal Phases of a Revolution
A rather interesting inquiry is whether we may characterize a systemic terminal stage of the revolutionary progress better than 'success' or 'failure'. Hence, it is promising to examine the 'failure' results by the features of the individuals who have or have not joined in, and as discussed above, the fractions Z k would be instrumental in this analysis.
In other words, we examine the distribution of each Z k at the infinite time limit of the while the letter symbolizes the phase as was previously described.
For convenience, if a network begins with Z k , Z k+1 , …,Z 4 being empty, then we would regard the terminal phase as if it has dynamically exhausted these fractions, even if in fact no new revolutionaries had been included, and the network was stationary. For example, if we have R init =0.001 and N tot =90000 then in the average case we will have
, and so phases A, B, C and D overlap. In this case we'll describe the phase as D, to avoid ambiguity.
To begin with, we get very clear phase transitions in all diagrams. All of the phases A-G (except for the E phase) are present through the diagrams.
Phase E is not possible in our networks, as they are fully connected and do not possess unlinked components. Since we begin with N s ≥1, the conditions allowing all individuals who have at least one revolutionary neighbor to join the revolution would at the very least proliferate the revolution's growth as expanding revolutionary clusters, initiated at each N s seed, arriving ultimately at phase F (total revolution).
The only visible difference between the diagrams generated for the square lattice and the random graph is in the "splitting of" phase F into phase D for R init =0.1. The explanation is that for a square lattice and a sufficiently large fraction of Z 2 , conditions allowing phase D would result in a total revolution following the dynamics of a bootstrap-percolation [16] , [17] , [18] rather than our more specific revolution/ percolation model. For a random graph, which has a different geographical representation of clusters than a square lattice, this is not the compulsory behavior of the network.
We also note that the phase separation is often portrayed via straight lines, especially for low diversity of h i (large c), and for low R init . For more diverse h i and for low values of a and J, the lines are not very straight and the picture is more complex.
Our next goal is to understand these lines, since they are instrumental in the prediction of the revolution's outcome.
From Figure 4 we see that Let us focus now on the random graph model instead of the square lattice. The results and the theoretical reasoning is the same for both models, while the only difference is in that the square lattice undergoes a very specific dynamics for growing R init , which will be later discussed. If we study the graphs for a>a* we see that the only two possible phases are D (all individuals having at least two revolutionary neighbors join the revolution) and F (total revolution). Therefore, if individuals with less than two revolutionary neighbors join the revolution, we obtain a phase shift and reach total revolution. This is because in this case, the revolution grows first by joining of individuals from Z k for k=2, 3, 4 and when these dynamics reach a steady state, new members from Z 1 or Z 0 join the revolution, and 'rekindle' its growth.
Since for a>a* all those in groups Z 2 , Z 3 and Z 4 join the revolution, the equation determining whether an individual will join the revolution having only one revolutionary neighbor is:
while Z 2 , Z 3 and Z 4 are given by equation (4) . In equation (5) From considerations similar to those leading to equation (5) We should state that the results, offered in the following equation are correct for both random graph and the square lattice:
The fact that the initial conditions alone are enough to evaluate which of the three phases (A -or G, B, C) the system will adopt is due to the fact that having individuals from the Z 4 and Z 3 groups join the revolution makes very little impact on the population, regarding the distributions of Z 2 , Z 1 , Z 0 , and of R t .
It should be added that as seen in Figure 4 for R init =0.1 phase A is 'replaced' with phase G as has been previously discussed, and in these cases we are interested in we can obtain J(a*) by equation (5). If so, the dots in the J-a phase diagrams of (a min , 0) and (a*, J(a*)) are somehow connected.
This connection is not necessarily linear, as can be seen from Figure 4 . This implies that a proper causative may not be effective in this case. However, since we have a theoretical evaluation of both a min , a*, and J(a*) we can offer a rather good linear approximation, given by:
A more thorough examination of these predictions and their simulated validation may be found in [15] . Understanding the square lattice is our next step. This is important because the square lattice represents a unique geography of the closest acquaintances, where there is a high probability that the closest acquaintances of any individual may have another common closest acquaintance. This is relevant for some societal structures.
Simulated results show that when
for a certain crit init R , revolutionary spread becomes independent of J [15] , and the governing conditions become again (3a) and (3b), while equations (5) and (7) This is a complete solution of our initial goal of developping a capability to predict the outcome of a revolution, through employing our minimal model.
Conclusions
Besides offering a descriptive view into historical events, and verifying them with our work (which was purely theoretical), we have developed a basic tool for predicting the outcome of a revolutionary venture.
Regarding revolutionary success, as could be derived from our analyses:
 Our model, in contrast to many earlier diffusion models, has a natural range in which revolutions fail (Figures 2 and 4) .  In the failure phases, one may design a "sweet-spots-path" [19] of subsidies schedule that brings the system in the self-sustained, autonomously propagating phase with minimal investment (equation 5).
 The stronger is the effect of the personal relations on individual opinion, the stronger the revolutionary message must be in order to obtain a total revolution, since initially the general population is against revolution (equations 5 and 7, Figure 4 ).
 From another angle, a single revolutionary may cause a total revolution if the message is strong enough (large a, small b) . This, evidently, is not a new insight, as it is known that all politicians dedicate great funds to their election campaigns, which do exactly that (equations 5 and 7).
 The diversity of opinion (achieved by small c near unity) towards the revolutionary endeavor is a significant factor in determining its success.
Therefore, the revolutionary message should focus not only on attracting the least public resistance, but also on stirring multiplicity of views on the subject (condition (3b), Figure 4 ).  The clear-cut phase transitions we have revealed imply that sometimes, a small advance in enhancing the revolutionary message power (a) may drastically affect the outcome, i.e. cause a phase shift (Figure 4) . Moreover, the larger the initial revolutionary seed, the more significant this phase shift is:
leaping from phase C to F, or even from phase C to D translates into a large (or even total) addition of people to the revolution (equations 5, 6, 7).
Appendix: Spontaneous Revolutions
It is proper to examine the possibility of a spontaneous revolution, without having an initial constellation of revolutionary catalysts throughout the population. This procedure could be modeled via heat-bath dynamics at temperature T below the zero-field critical temperature T c .
In this appendix, we compose a very basic analysis, for square lattice networks of varying size.
Explicitly, the chance of any individual i to join the revolution (attain the value of If we do allow individuals the chance of leaving the revolution, then we should redefine our meaning of 'revolution', since our previous requirement had all of the individuals join in, and would now be unrealistically improbable. If so, we may claim that a revolution is obtained when the number of revolutionaries exceeds the number of old-rule supporters, while the network is initialized without a single revolutionary. L=300, a=1 L=300, a=0.9 L=1000, a=1 L=1000, a=0.9 
